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Preface
of the Author
Jahn J Kassl

Keys for Ascension
Honored Readers!
Will we ascend or does everything remain as is?
What is illusion, what is reality?
Are the prophets right or are they wrong, because there are few changes in the
outside world, the announced transformation seems far ahead and one still waits
in an intolerable manner for the inner and outer liberation of humanity? In short:
Does everything remain the same or will everything be different?
Human Beings are preoccupied with these questions; and in many of them still
search for answers.
«Telos – Welcome to Agartha» offers clear answers regarding these existential
questions for human Beings and the answer about the «future» of mankind.
The more deeply you immerse yourself in these lines, the more apparent will
be the great arch of the ascension and that much easier will it be to straddle the
remaining time until then.
After you have read the book and have experienced it, the great picture of this
unique sacred process will become familiar to you in its many facets; your
impatience can yield and the relaxed expectation of your return to God comes in.
And exactly that is important: it is the innocent, patient and free immersion into
the reality of this cosmic process and into the magic of this time. To let you be
touched by the divine Light, detached and far from intellectual reservations, without
denying the intellect. Only he who in this time, due to his power of discernment,
can distinguish between the true and the false prophets, attains victory and
cannot, by anything or anybody, be held back from his way to the Light.
Therefore it is time to again sharpen the outer vision and to inhale the inner sight
of new life. And it is time to fully trust your decision: «Yes, I will! Yes, I am
unconditionally ready to ascend and I am ready to do anything for it that may be
necessary.»
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Then your arrival in the Light is certain, and it is only necessary to lift the last veils.
«Telos – Welcome to Agartha» lifts these veils, removes illusion after illusion
and lowers God’s Light on your Being – until all has been revealed to you in
God’s Light.
In Love I transfer the power and glory of this gift to all of mankind and in deep
thankfulness I now give you the keys to the Kingdom of the Agarthans. Use
these carefully and wisely, because: They are the keys for your ascension.
The wise One knows life’s secrets; the simple-minded One vainly tries to wring
a secret out of life.
In Love
Jahn J Kassl
Vienna, the 22nd of February 2014
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«In this Book you find yourself.»
BABAJI
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Prolog
Babaji

Gift from Agartha
The ascension vibration of the fifth dimension is manifested in these words from
the Light, in these lines of Love; and can be experienced by every open heart.
After a human Being has touched this book, this vibration will immediately be
activated, and the deeper a human Being lets in this gift, the more fundamental
and the more profound is the touch by God’s Light.
Human hearts heal, human souls become whole and the humanly divine spirit
becomes conscious of Self.
This gift from Agartha will lift you and will keep you in the high light
frequency of the fifth dimension until your arrival in the light is fulfilled.
The great revolutions happen and reach all levels of this society.
Those, who ascend, remain untouched by all this, because they receive the
protection from the Highest and find refuge under His roof.
The arrival of human Beings in Agartha is imminent and the cosmic events
unfold a new power of manifestation. The flowing and harmonious transition,
whereby worlds are separated, are newly created or combined, is guaranteed
due to the light warriors of this time. Suffering and pain are stripped off, the last
hurdles have been taken, and darkness has been defeated.
Beloved Ones!
The book «Welcome to Agartha» bears witness to imminent events and activates
in you the vibration that is needed so you can be carried away into the fifth
dimension of Life. The Agarthans stand at your side, Heaven serves you
unswervingly and I am the omnipresence on the planet of Love.
Who has chosen Freedom, who has experienced Love, who has captured the
Light, has arrived and is accepted as Master under Masters: by me – who I am
BABAJI
9

«I welcome you!»
ADAMA OF TELOS
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Welcome
to Agartha
Adama of Telos

Welcome Home!
Welcome in the Light!
Welcome in the safety and Love of your eternal siblings – the Agarthans.
I am ADAMA, High Priest of TELOS, Member of the Council of Elders and as
an Initiate of the first and last days of Mankind responsible for the purity of the
vibration of Inner Earth. Through my energy fields flows the cosmic Light, flows
the unswerving river of Love to Upper Earth and my Light Ray bundles with
the cosmic Light from the Central Sun creating a unique intensity and power of
transformation.
Beloved Brothers, Beloved Sisters,
I welcome you into the Sacred Halls of Telos, into the Sacred and Crystalline
Temples, into the Crystal Cities of Light, which are beyond any human
imagination.
I welcome you, now, as you are hallowed and honored after your work is done
on the surface of Earth, now, as you are refined, before you have completed this
cycle of life.
I welcome you in the name of all Inner-Earth citizens, in the name of all
creatures, who for a long time have waited for this moment of union; and I know
how much this yearning carries and fulfills you. Especially in these last days of
the old earth your souls cry out for the Light, your hearts call out to God and
your whole Being longs for the reunion with your siblings from the invisible
realms of Inner Earth.
A great reception is prepared for you; your and our joy is immense. We have
completed all preparations for your return, the festivity tables are covered, the
golden carpet has been rolled out and the halls of Crystals expect the guests.
We have prepared for your arrival for a long time and we have waited for this
moment for a long time. Even though time has no power over us, this period of
time was needed in order to attain this reunion.
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I welcome you!
And I promise you enduring happiness, eternal peace and the blessings in God’s
living fire of Love.
Whoever comes to us and has been accepted by us, is hallowed and blessed; and
whose life on upper earth is completed.
Healings in the Crystal Temples will retransform you into perfected Beings
and all traces, which the events on upper earth left in your soul and in your
body, will dissolve.
After your arrival many of you will be prepared for your next assignments under
the care of Agarthans and many will be healed and released into the infinity of
All-that-Is.
Many remain with us, many go on, and many will find themselves on upper
earth, after the great cleansing has occurred. Everybody receives according to
his measure. Everybody enters the Hall of Knowing and faces the Creator and
himself.
Light, which is crystalline, Wisdom, that is divine and Love, that is
unconditional, are the gifts, which are offered to each human Being at the
instant when he enters the Crystalline Temple of Knowledge.
It is the last initiation as a human Being and the first initiation that after a long
time again anchors your divine status in this Creation. An immeasurable number
of light siblings assist you in these days and many light Beings accompany you.
Meanwhile I have come to bring you this first greeting from the realms of Inner
Earth and to deliver it through Jahn in this time quality.
Welcome Home.
Welcome in the Light.
Welcome in the Temples of Healing.
Welcome in the Sacred Halls of Agartha.
Welcome Home!
ADAMA OF TELOS
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«The Light has triumphed over Darkness!»
HIGH COUNCIL OF AGARTHA
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Nation
Of Agartha
Adama of Telos
High Council of Agartha

Welcome-Message
Beloved Siblings of Upper Earth, beloved Ones, Brothers and Sisters, Allies and
Light Warriors, together with us put brick on top brick, so that Gaia may ascend
and transform itself.
The healings in the care of your siblings from Inner Earth take on a new reality.
Above as below, and the surface of the earth renews itself and becomes a mirror
image of the pure and noble souls from the realms of Inner Earth. Everything
yields and becomes whole, joined together and perfected.
Now!
I am ADAMA OF TELOS and before the HIGH COUNCIL OF AGARTHA
transmits greetings of blessings and creates new areas of healing, Jahn be
assured, that the wonderful messages, which now reach human Beings through
you, bear witness to how much the life of humans is being transformed and
already has been. You were directly guided to a brief overview of the Agarthans
and the Inner Earth. (A short time ago I have, by chance, while searching the internet, to

see what is already available about Agartha, read a wonderful article and thereby have attuned
myself for the coming weeks regarding the messages from Inner Earth. Remark, JJK)

This was given to you to gain enough assuredness in order to get involved with
us and attune to us. This knowledge will now be deepened and it will give our
siblings from upper earth an additional impression what it feels like to lead an
enlightened life in the 5th dimension. In deep love and in great joy we see you
already on the first steps to the world of Agartha, we expect you and we walk
with you to the great festivity; I bless you, whoever follows these words of Love.
I am ADAMA OF TELOS and I now give the scepter of knowledge and wisdom
to the HIGH COUNCIL OF AGARTHA, at the same time the COUNCIL OF 12
as well as the HIGH COUNCIL OF THE KING OF THE WORLD:
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It is being told to all of you: the highest authority of all Agarthans and of
the world, responsible for Upper Earth and for Inner Earth. We represent all
councils of our nation and are in constant union with the King of the World,
who is: SANAT KUMARA.

We are the HIGH COUNCIL OF 12
Blessed and loved in all infinity, you are our siblings from the Light.
Honored beyond all measures, hallowed through the work you performed
on the surface of the earth for many epochs; and purified, now as this time
volatilizes into the void.
We represent the HIGH COUNCIL OF 12 and we are the highest authority for
the Nation of Agartha, where the latest decisions regarding the whole populace,
the whole nation, are made. In great wisdom and with the circumspection that is
intrinsic for a Being of the 5th dimension, we realize each moment in our world
and each moment in all worlds that have a connection with our world or are in
touch with us. We carry Light and Mercy into all aspects which make our life
together so rich in honor and full of harmony.
The Nation of Agartha spreads out its kingdom on inner earth. We are connected
through a multitude of corridors, ways, and paths of light; and we are connected
utilizing our telepathic and teleporting capacities.

The Principle of 12
The number 12 represents all parts of our Nation, to the smallest link, the
smallest part of our society. The 12 council members of each community care
for the implementation of the appropriate reality for human Beings. These «12
COUNCIL MEMBERS» on the level of the community communicate frequently
with the 12 council members on the next higher level and this principle is
continued to the HIGH COUNCIL OF THE KING OF THE WORLD. Thereby
a very intensive exchange of the Agarthans is carried out that prevents any
misunderstanding or any wrong development.
In principle it is possible for any Agarthan to receive information regarding all
developments and any news that concern our Nation, by direct connection with
the Mother Crystal in our Capital.
The broader approach is, that our citizens independently create their own
world and balance these creations for the common benefit of all human Beings.
Thereby inappropriate creations are quite infrequent and are quickly removed and
dissolved.
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Meaning that each Being in 5D on inner earth has the necessary knowledge and
capability to create everything from the realms of ether and other subtle levels.
We live in absolute freedom – neither energy nor survival worries agonize the
inhabitants of inner earth, here we have absolute abundance and everybody may
create himself what he needs for his growth or for his enjoyment. This happens
due to fact, that we can fully consciously access our matrix and thereby create a
wonderful manifold cosmic game.

Origin and Lemuria
The Nation of Agartha originated from many areas of the Universe and was
mostly enriched by the great people from Lemuria. The great number of Beings
that are visible to Mankind and appear as Agarthans are indeed Lemurians,
because these Beings have taken on the responsibility to keep a direct connection
to their siblings on the surface of the earth. And Telos is the starting point for
this assignment. All the cords come together in Telos regarding the union of
upper earth with us Agarthans. ADAMA OF TELOS holds the individual cords
in his hands. As a High Priest he knows how the ascension process is taking
shape for you human Beings. His wisdom and his noble Being guarantee a
harmonious, without suffering, transition in all phases of the reunion of our
populations. The Nation of Agartha are, without exception, characterized by
wise and mature souls, who have truly followed each moment in the history of
Mankind on the surface of the earth.
Thereby we could always draw the necessary conclusions and we were able to
appropriately react to any changes in the ascension process.

Reunion
Now it is time and what is ahead is: The reunion of two worlds, the inner
earth with the human Beings from the surface of the earth. We have extremely
carefully prepared for this for a very long time; and we, on Gaia’s inner surface,
have longed for it as long.
After Lemuria sank, a significant number of this population resettled on
inner earth, whereby our reality has been significantly enriched. Thereby the
Lemurians became a sacred part of the Nation of Agartha. And this Kingdom
stretches across the whole planet. There are entry gates and entry grids on each
continent making it possible for human Beings to come to us or for us to come
to the surface of the earth.
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These magnetic fields act by themselves and only let human Beings pass that
have an identifiable energy field and demonstrate a loving basic vibration.
Any forceful entry or passing under false flag is impossible.
From the beginning of time we are among you, we see your needs and we see
how you progress. Foremost we see how much a designated crowd of human
Beings has unconditionally dedicated themselves to this last part of the ascension
and of the transformation. Only thus the substantial transformation became
possible and therefore the reunion of our populations is ongoing. These processes
have been completed on the energetic level, which means on the level of our
souls; and now manifest on all other subtle levels of this world.
The Nation of Agartha has incessantly waited for this moment of reunion.
Thereby it happened to us like for you, we all had to endure and accept many
setbacks and make peace with them. We were never challenged in our patience,
because we exist far outside of time and so for all of us, what you still wait for,
has already been fulfilled, because we can always visualize the simultaneity of all
events, as we wish. So we had it a little easier, because we saw, what was hidden
from your eyes and our spirit acted, as it was not allowed for your limited spirit.
Great limitations were imposed on you and these will now be lifted and erased
from your Being. This process whereby you are liberated from all human
conditioning and limitations, will happen after you have arrived here. It will be
one of the first experiences for the final awakening as a fully conscious Being
of the 5th dimension. It is incredibly exalting and fulfilling for each one of you,
who has this opportunity. The citizens of Agartha and the Lemurians of old days,
mostly present in the city of Telos, expect you in wisdom and in kindness, full of
joy and love.
And all human Beings who now attune to their ascension are equal to us in
all characteristics. Because you are also Lemurians of old days, you were also
present during the perdition and have worked against this in many positions or
have fostered it due to your valid motives at that time. Thereafter we just chose
different experience cycles in and far from time. Some of us had to go back in
time in order to dissolve karmic bonds; others were able to transfer directly to
the realms of light on inner earth.

Inner Earth
Inner Earth is full of light. It is brighter than a thousand suns, warming and
nurturing all life.
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Climate changes are unknown to us, the air has a quality that cannot be found
anywhere on the surface of the earth – oxygen has a special taste. All grass,
plants and trees, all vegetables and fruits, even those that are extinct on upper
earth, radiate due to their intense colors, have a distinct taste and are known to
all of us for their healing effects.
Also our friends from the animal kingdom are wonderful companions and share all
their capabilities and their knowledge with us. «Wild animals», as you know them,
do not exist in Agartha. With us lion and goat drink from the same water pit.
This is what waits for you and much, much more. And so this moment of your
return is long expected, long desired and thought out and prepared in every
smallest detail. It is time.
The Nation of Agartha welcomes you!
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